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betaLeD ®. . . 
Your TruSTeD ParTner

Proven Performance 

BetaLED leads all other LED luminaire manufactures in  

installed luminaire run time with more than one billion  

hours and counting1.

A trusted leader in the LED luminaire industry, BetaLED provides 

creditable performance data that imparts confidence and  

predictability in both illumination and economic performance. 

Notable organizations refer to BetaLED projects as educational 

resources for the industry.  Some of these organizations include:

•	 U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)

•	 Clinton Climate Initiative 

•	 California Lighting Technology Center 

Through such efforts BetaLED has helped inform municipalities 

across the country of the tremendous benefits of LED  

technology leading to millions of dollars in energy and  

maintenance savings.

 

1 Assumes 10 hours of run-time per luminaire per day, as of June 2011.

LEDway® Streetlights by BetaLED

the most installed led street light in the united states

Engineered to optimize both illumination and economic 

performance, LEDway is a versatile, high-performance street 

lighting solution from BetaLED designed specifically for street 

and roadway applications. Easily retrofit onto existing mounting 

systems, it’s simple and affordable to invest in state-of-the-art 

technology.

LEDway streetlights offer significant energy and maintenance 

savings compared to traditional light sources. In an era of  

seemingly never ending budget shortfalls, LEDway streetlights 

offer a budget friendly alternative to help stretch your budget 

dollars. Plus, show the world your community is environmentally 

conscious and leading the charge to reduce energy demand 

and greenhouse gas emissions.  LED technology helps you set 

the example, achieve sustainability goals and improve your 

community’s quality of life. 

Additionally, LEDway products support domestic initiatives  

by complying with Buy American requirements within the 

American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA).
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Our Total Systems Approach

BetaLED engineers used a fresh methodology to design LED luminaires. Rather than  

incorporating LEDs into existing HID designs, a Total Systems Approach was developed  

to maximize the benefits LED technology offers for general illumination.

We combine the most advanced LED chip packages with our patented NanoOptic® product 

technology, drivers built to exacting specifications, and efficient thermal management  

techniques. The result is unsurpassed illumination performance, efficiency, and longevity.

Illumination Performance

Our patented NanoOptic is a direct-contact refractor that minimizes light losses and provides 

superior target illumination performance. More than 20 different optical distribution patterns 

are available to help you fully customize LEDway street light to your exact application and 

project goals.

Efficiency 

The limitations of a luminaire should not dictate the success of your street lighting project.  

LEDway streetlights are available in a variety of optical and power configurations allowing for 

precise balancing of illumination and economic performance. 

Longevity 

Proper thermal management is the key to maximum sustained illumination performance. 

LEDway’s high-performance heat sink and unique flow-through design helps maximize  

product performance and reliability. 

inDuSTrY LeaDing ProDucT  
DeSign & engineering



State-of-the-Art Product Testing

Product development and rigorous testing is conducted in BetaLED’s on-site state-of-the-art  

laboratories.  The sophisticated UL and TUV certified test labs are equipped with the latest custom 

equipment and software used to develop and test all aspects of a BetaLED luminaire. To maintain  

creditability, BetaLED also uses certified independent laboratories for LM-79-08 test reports, as well as 

for many other reports that independently validate our product performance claims. 

All BetaLED luminaires meet industry lighting standards and guidelines set forth by global  

organizations and agencies like the International Dark-Sky Association and the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency. 

Designed & Manufactured in the U.S.

BetaLED’s commitment to quality is infused in its products from development through production and 

shipping. World-class manufacturing teams and overall operational excellence combine to produce 

distinctive lighting products that consistently exceed expectations.

Our dedication to the advancement of LED luminaires includes an investment in proprietary  

automated equipment, unique manufacturing processes and ISO 9001:2008 registration. 

BetaLED products, including LEDway streetlights, are manufactured in the U.S. and satisfy the  

requirements of the Buy American provision within ARRA. Installing energy-efficient, American-made 

LED streetlights is a proven way to support the goals of the ARRA and support domestic initiatives.  

L e a D i n g  T h e  W aY
los angeles, california

“ ”
After an expansive test of LED luminaires from various manufacturers,  

BetaLED products met or exceeded the expected performance, cost  

savings, and sustainability goals of this project.

—ed ebrahimian, General Manager of the Bureau of street lighting
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MAnufActur ing 
ExcEllEncE

Los angeles, ca

est. cost savings/Year $10MM

est. energy savings/Year 55%

products replaced Wide range of hps

est. carbon reduction 40,500 tons/year

Funding 
combination of energy rebates,  
street lighting assessment Fund & loans

First installation 2009

c iTY  STaTS



The upgrade to LEDway streetlights represents one of the most exciting  

developments since the Office of Sustainability was created three years ago  

to examine ways to reduce the City of Asheville’s energy use. It reaffirms  

Asheville’s role as a leader in carbon footprint reduction.

— Maggie ullman, energy coordinator with the city’s office of sustainability

L e a D i n g  T h e  W aY
asheville, north carolina

“
”

Reduce Your Cost

A lower total cost of ownership allows you to be flexible with your operating or  

capital expenses. With significant energy and maintenance savings compared to  

traditional HID systems, LEDway’s fast payback and years of reliable service will help 

free up funds to finance other high priority projects.  

Create More Jobs

Supply chain experts determined for every 100,000 units manufactured, BetaLED and 

its suppliers would create approximately 227 jobs throughout the U.S. not to mention 

the jobs created to install each batch of LEDway streetlights in local communities.  

Increase Safety

LEDway streetlights provide higher quality light for improved visibility performance 

compared to traditional lighting systems. Patented NanoOptic technology delivers 

uniform target illumination performance, minimizing dark spots between luminaires 

helping to create a safer environment for vehicle and pedestrian traffic.
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Real ize 

asheville, nc

est. cost savings/Year
$45K (phase 1),  
$600K (overall)

est. carbon reduction 1% reduction

products replaced 175-, 250-, 400-Watt hps

Funding eecBG Funds

First installation 2011

c iTY  STaTS

  
Budgetary  goals



Use Less Energy

Energy savings from LEDway streetlights, for typical street lighting applications, is 

generally 30-70% compared to traditional HID systems.  Networked or non-networked 

lighting controls can be added to further enhance overall energy savings. 

Control Light Pollution

LEDway streetlights comply with IESNA and International Dark Sky Association (IDA)

guidelines and are designed to provide maximum on target illumination performance 

while minimizing light spill onto neighboring properties or into the night sky. 

Eliminate Hazardous Materials 

LEDway streetlights are Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) compliant. No 

mercury or other hazardous substances are used compared to traditional sources that 

present potentially hazardous disposal and environmental issues.  

Lower Greenhouse Gas Emissions

LED streetlights reduce the amount of energy used and ultimately help to reduce the 

carbon footprint of your municipality. The DOE estimates rapid adoption of LED over 

the next 20 years can eliminate 258 million metric tons of carbon emissions. 

L e a D i n g  T h e  W aY
Boston, Massachusetts

“ ”
The residents and city officials couldn’t be happier with the LEDway  

streetlights. The uniformity and white light makes residents feel safer while 

also providing tremendous savings for the city. What could be better? 

— Glenn cooper, electrical engineer, city of Boston
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inveST 
in SuSTainabiLiTY

boston, Ma

est. cost savings/Year $2.1MM

est. energy savings/Year 40%

products replaced 175- and 250-watt hps

Funding eecBG Funds

First installation 2010

c iTY  STaTS



Our residents prefer the color quality of the LED streetlights over the previous 

HPS systems.  They like the fact the light is more controlled onto the street 

and out of our Wyoming nighttime sky.

— Bert pond, electrical engineer, city of cody

L e a D i n g  T h e  W aY
cody, Wyoming

“ ”

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

LEDway products are made using a total of 20-25% (by weight) post consumer  

recycled materials (aluminum castings and extrusions). Seventy percent (by weight) 

of LEDway components are aluminum castings and extrusions that are readily  

recyclable.  Corrugated packaging is 100% recyclable. 

Preserve Earth’s Resources

By using LEDway streetlights you eliminate the use and disposal of hazardous  

materials found in traditional light source technologies in your community while 

preserving precious resources for generations to come. 

Improve Service to Residents 

Capable of providing in excess of 15 years of near maintenance-free service, LEDway 

streetlights reliably provide years of uninterrupted service to residents. Improved  

reliability and fewer service interruptions mean less outages and a safer environment.      

Retrofit to a New Look

If retrofitting makes financial sense, LEDway can be installed onto existing mounting 

systems to replace traditional streetlights.  LEDway streetlights can be installed in a 

matter of minutes saving your community time and money.
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iMProve 
quaLiTY of Life

cody, WY

est. cost savings/Year $110K

est. energy savings/Year 55%

products replaced 150-watt hps

Funding eecBG Funds

First installation 2010

c iTY  STaTS



ProDucT 
SoLuTionS

LEDway Streetlight 

LEDway streetlights are built to the exact standards required by your application. With 

more than 20 optical distributions, flexible drive currents, numerous options, and the 

opportunity to choose from up to 120 LEDs in 10 LED increments, no other streetlight 

on the market is more versatile.

Key features:

•	 Drive current flexibility 

•	 ±5º vertical adjustment w/ 2 ½º incremental positions 

•	 10kV surge suppression 

•	 Tool less entry and quick disconnect harness

•	 Compatible with networked and non-networked lighting control systems

•	 IDA approved, UL, cUL Listed and RoHS compliant

•	 Listed on the DesignLights™ Consortium (DLC) Qualified Products List 

http://www.designlights.org
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silver BlackWhite Bronze platinum Bronze

c aTa Lo g  Lo g i c

Product Family Optic Mounting LED 
Count

LED 
Series

Voltage Color 
Options

Drive 
Current

Options (Factory Installed)

STR

street

LWY  

ledway

1S

2S

2SB

2SP

2M

2MB

2MP

3M

3MB

3MP

4M

4MB

4MP

5M

Type 1 Short

Type 2 Short

     w/Backlight control

     w/partial Backlight control

Type 2 Medium

     w/Backlight control

     w/partial Backlight control

Type 3 Medium

     w/Backlight control

     w/partial Backlight control

Type 4 Medium

     w/Backlight control

     w/partial Backlight control

Type 5 Medium

HT 

AA

horizontal 
tenon

adjustable  
arm

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

D UL 

UH

universal  
(120-277V)

universal 
(347-480V)

SV

BK

BZ

WH

PB

silver

Black

Bronze

White

platinum 
Bronze

700

525

350

700ma 
(standard)

525ma

350ma

43K

DIM
 

F

HL 

N 
 

R

SC

IP66

ML

UTL

4300K color temp.

0-10V dimming  
(control by others)

Fuse

hi/low (175/350/525,  
dual circuit input)

no Quick disconnect harness  
and leveling Bubble

neMa photocell receptacle

door safety tether

ip66 classification

Multi-level (75/525)

utility Wattage label

STR LWY 2M HT 03 D UL SV 700 43K

b a c k L i g h T  c o n T r o L  o P T i o n S

Type 2 Medium (2M)

LEDway luminaire with no backlight control.

Type 2 Medium w/Backlight Control (2MB)

Backlight control optics stop backlight at  
approximately ½ mounting height behind the pole.

Type 2 Medium w/Partial Backlight Control (2MP)

Partial backlight control optics stop backlight at  
approximately 1 mounting height behind the pole.

c o Lo r S



LEDway SLM™ Streetlight

LEDway SLM incorporates scalable light modules designed to replace low to  

medium wattage traditional cobrahead fixtures. NanoOptic product technology  

delivers industry leading optimized target illumination performance. LEDway SLM is 

UL wet listed and can be mounted to a variety of existing pole configurations.

Key features:

•	 Sleek, low profile form factor 

•	 Drive current flexibility 

•	 ±5º vertical adjustment w/ 2 ½º incremental positions 

•	 10kV  surge suppression

•	 Tool less entry and quick disconnect harness

•	 Compatible with networked and non-networked lighting control systems

•	 UL, cUL Listed, RoHS compliant

LEDway SLM™ IP66 Streetlight

With more available options, the LEDway SLM IP66, an IP-66 rated version of the 

LEDway SLM, can be mounted to a vertical or horizontal tenon for increased flexibility. 

In addition, LEDway SLM IP66 is UL, cUL, ENEC, and CE compliant. Product options 

include an occupancy sensor, two-level capabilities, dimming and painted extrusion.  

Key features:

•	 Sleek, low profile form factor

•	 IP66 rated

•	 Drive current flexibility  

•	 Vertical or horizontal tenon mount

•	 10kV surge suppression

•	 Tool less entry and quick disconnect harness

•	 Compatible with networked and non-networked lighting control systems

•	 UL, cUL Listed, ENEC, CE, and RoHS compliant

(Extrusion shown not painted)
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c aTa Lo g  Lo g i c

coLorS

silver BlackWhite Bronze platinum Bronze

Product Family Optic Mounting LED 
Count

LED 
Series

Voltage Color Options Drive Current Options (Factory Installed)

STR

street

SLM  

slM

1S

2S

2SB

2SP

2M

2MB

2MP

3M

3MB

3MP

4M

4MB

4MP

5M

Type 1 Short

Type 2 Short

     w/Backlight control

     w/partial Backlight control

Type 2 Medium

     w/Backlight control

     w/partial Backlight control

Type 3 Medium

     w/Backlight control

     w/partial Backlight control

Type 4 Medium

     w/Backlight control

     w/partial Backlight control

Type 5 Medium

HT horizontal 
tenon

02

03

04

05

06

20

30

40

50

60

D UL 

UH

universal  
(120-277V)

universal 
(347-480V)

SV

BK

BZ

WH

PB

silver

Black

Bronze

White

platinum Bronze

1000

700

525

1 amp

700ma 
(standard)

525ma

40K

DIM

F

HL 

R 

ML

UTL

4000K color temp.

0-10V dimming 

Fuse

hi/lo (175/350/525)

neMa photocell 
receptacle

Multi-level (75/525)

utility

STR

street

SLM66  

slM ip66

HV horizontal/ 
Vertical 
tenon

02

03

04

05

06

20

30

40

50

60

D UL 

UH

universal  
(120-277V)

universal 
(347-480V)

SV

SE

BK

BE

BZ

ZE

WH

WE

PB
PE

silver

silver*

Black

Black*

Bronze

Bronze*

White

White*

platinum Bronze

platinum Bronze*

1000

700

525

1 amp

700ma 
(standard)

525ma

40K

DIM

F

HL 

R 

ML

UTL

CD

4000K color temp.

0-10V dimming 

Fuse

hi/lo (175/350/525)

neMa photocell 
receptacle

Multi-level (75/525)

utility

cord

STR SLM 2M HT 03 D UL SV 700 40K

* Light engine extrusion is painted to match housing

b a c k L i g h T  c o n T r o L  o P T i o n S

Type 2 Medium (2M)

LEDway luminaire with no backlight control.

Type 2 Medium w/Backlight Control (2MB)

Backlight control optics stop backlight at  
approximately ½ mounting height behind the pole.

Type 2 Medium w/Partial Backlight Control (2MP)

Partial backlight control optics stop backlight at  
approximately 1 mounting height behind the pole.



aDDiT ionaL  Munic iPaL 
SoLuTionS froM betaLeD

OL Series™ Luminaire

Designed with versatility in mind, the low-profile linear OL Series 

luminaire is rugged and engineered for long-lasting performance. 

The luminaire is 4- inches in diameter and adjustable 360˚ in 5˚ 

increments. OL Series luminaires are available in 2-, 4-, and 8-foot 

lengths with 7 or 14 LEDs per foot. 

Applications: Exterior façade, sign illumination, and general  

floodlighting.  Interior applications include wall wash and indirect  

architectural illumination.

Key features:

•	 360-degree adjustability in 5-degree increments 

•	 Step and continuous dimming options

•	 Better than 85% predicted lumen maintenance at 50,000 

hours at 25˚C

•	 Wide variety of optics including;  

 SN, 15, 25, 40, 2M, 3M, 4M, N6 

•	 Flexible mounting options

•	 UL and cUL Wet Listed, IP66 rated

304 Series™ Parking Structure Luminaire

304 Series Parking Structure luminaire is an obvious choice for 

parking structure applications. Since most parking structure  

luminaires operate 24/7, the energy and maintenance saving 

benefits from BetaLED’s 304 Series is even more evident. Add our 

optional integrated multi-level feature for dramatic supplemental 

energy reduction and accelerated payback. Multiple mounting 

options include direct, pendant, and hook and cord offer  

versatility for a variety of applications.

Applications: Parking structure, underpasses and  

confined-space applications

Key features:

•	 Easy installation with centrally located integrated driver and 

through-wiring capability

•	 Multiple mounting option offer application versatility

•	 Multi-level option with integrated occupancy sensor

•	 UL Wet Listed

•	 Listed on the DLC Qualified Products List 

•	 IDA Approved
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Nearly one-third of the energy used to run a typical government building goes to waste and could easily be  

conserved through energy-efficient measures.1 BetaLED solutions can be easily adopted for municipal applications. 

Retrofitting facilities such as city-owned parking structures, public buildings, and other common areas to  

LED can further compliment significant energy savings and cost reductions yielded from the installation of  

LEDway streetlights.  

1 http://www.fypower.org/inst/gov/tools

THE EDGE®  
Parking Structure Luminaire

Similar to our 304 Series, THE EDGE  

Parking Structure luminaire offers a wider 

range of illumination performance with  

a different design. THE EDGE Parking 

Structure offers another way to realize 

significant energy and maintenance  

savings in such spaces.

Applications: Parking garages, underpasses 

and other confined-space applications

Key features:

•	 Low profile modular design for  

aesthetic appeal

•	 Optional integrated occupancy  

sensor for enhanced energy savings

•	 Energy saving high/low option

•	 UL Wet Listed

•	 Listed on the DLC Qualified  

Products List 

•	 IDA Approved

THE EDGE Security Luminaire

THE EDGE security luminaires feature a 

sleek and stylish modular design that 

delivers clean, uniform illumination for 

increased visibility and to help maintain  

a safe environment. 

Applications:  

Security and perimeter lighting 

Key features:

•	 Modular design

•	 Die-cast, extruded-aluminum  

housing assembly

•	 UL Wet Listed

•	 IDA Approved

THE EDGE TSP 

THE EDGE TSP transportation mount 

luminaires provide increased visibility and 

safety for bridges, overpasses, roadways 

and tunnels with better uniformity while 

optimizing illumination performance.  

Mounting options offer versatility - direct 

mount, catenary or pendant. 

Applications: Ideal for illuminating bridges, 

overpasses, roadways and tunnels

Key features:

•	 Low-Profile Modular Design

•	 Through-wiring capability   

•	 Multi-level options

•	 UL and cUL listed

•	 IDA Approved

Additional product information can be found at www.BetaLED.com



“
”

Smithtown is thrilled to be the first town on Long Island to commit to  

LED streetlights, which helps our strategy for better energy efficiency and 

greenhouse gas reduction. The new lights yield a six year payback and are 

also dark sky friendly.

  — smithtown supervisor pat Vecchio

L e a D i n g  T h e  W aY
smithtown, new York

Lighting Control Capabilities

Advancements in lighting control and monitoring technology make it possible for 

municipalities to realize benefits above and beyond the significant energy savings 

already gained through the use of quality LED street lighting.

non-networked controls 

BetaLED offers the following non-networked controls with most products: 

•	 Multi-level diming control with integrated occupancy sensor

•	 Multi-level less occupancy sensor

•	 NEMA photo receptacle 

networked controls 

LEDway streetlights and many other BetaLED products are compatible with a variety 

of wired and wireless networked lighting control systems. Consult the factory to learn 

about recommended control systems for use with specific BetaLED luminaires.
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Smithtown, nY

Added

est. cost savings/Year $225K

est. energy savings/Year 52%

products replaced
Mix of 150-, 250- and  
400-watt hps

Funding eecBG Funds

First installation 2010

c iTY  STaTS

 
Flexibility & Control



It’s important for PG&E to deliver a consistently high level of quality products  

and services to customers via our LED street lighting initiatives to improve  

energy efficiency and reduce costs.

— John sofranac, manager of street and outdoor lighting programs for pG&e.

L e a D i n g  T h e  W aY
pittsburg, california

“ ”

Exclusive DeltaGuard® Industrial Grade Finish

A long-life luminaire deserves a long-life finish. DeltaGuard is the finest  

industrial-grade finish available in the industry and is exclusive to BetaLED  

products. Our exclusive immersion process sends the product through six  

cleaning and eight pretreatment stages. An epoxy e-coat is applied before the  

ultra-durable powder coat finish is applied. 

DeltaGuard is truly an outstanding finish that provides:

•	 Ultraviolet Light Resistance

•	 Abrasion Resistance

•	 Superior Adhesion

•	 Maximum Corrosion Resistance

•	 Colorfast Protection

5,000 Hour Salt Fog Testing

BetaLED luminaires with DeltaGuard finish were independently tested for corrosion 

resistance in compliance with the ASTM B117 standard to 5,000 hours without failure. 

While others don’t talk about finish warranty, these results prove the durability of our 

finish and allow us to offer an industry leading 10-year finish warranty. 
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Pittsburg, ca

vaLue  aDDeD 
benefiTS

est. cost savings/Year $76K

est. energy savings/Year 59%

products replaced
Mix of 250- and  
400-watt hps

est. carbon reduction 281, 413

Funding 
eecBG Funds, pG&e led rebate program,  
loans & energy savings

First installation 2011

c iTY  STaTS



5 • 5 •10 Warranty Protection

We stand by the quality of our products and guarantee their performance by offering 

the following warranty protection:

•	 Five-year limited warranty on the LEDway LED product and driver

•	 Five-year limited warranty on the LEDs 

•	 10-year warranty on our exclusive DeltaGuard finish

Assistance from Experts in the Industry 

BetaLED, through our professional lighting manufacturers representatives, is ready 

and able to assist you with any needs you may have. From answering general  

questions regarding LED technology and our products, to assisting with developing 

a product specification for your community or providing complementary lighting 

layouts, we want to help. We are committed to providing whatever level of education 

and resources you need to succeed with your lighting projects. 

For additional information on BetaLED products and solutions, please see our 

BetaLED full line product catalog (FG# CAT/BRCH-BEDG6) and our Essentia 

Interior LED products catalog (FG# CAT/BRCH-BES01).  

download a pdF at www.Betaled.com or call (800) 236-6800 to order a 
copy today.
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Essentia 

interior LeD

FG# CAT/BRCH-BES01

PROVEN PERFORMANCE
in LED LIGHTING

™

BetaLED  
architectural & commercial/industrial Luminaires 

FG# CAT/BRCH-BEDG6



(800) 236-6800 | FG# CAT/BRCH-BLWY3 | 09/11

This brochure is printed on paper comprised of 10% 
post-consumer waste and is process chlorine free (PCF). 
It has been printed by a Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 
certified supplier. FSC chain-of-custody certification 
tracks products from their origin through final use and  
contributes to responsible environmental practices.

10%

Cert no. SW-COC-1530

Want more information on how LED technology can benefit your community? 

Scan this code with your smartphone to discover LEDway case studies.

For additional led street lighting information, visit www.ledway.com

g e T  c o n n e c T e D

like us on Facebook: cree Betaled

Follow us on twitter: @creeBetaled

Watch us on Youtube: BetaledVideo

Find us on linkedin: cree Betaled

© 2011 Ruud Lighting, Inc. – A Cree Company. All rights 
reserved. BetaLED and LEDway are trademarks of Ruud 
Lighting, Inc.


